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higher education

Trends in higher education space 
planning, as a response to evolving 

student needs, are changing the way 
college facilities are being designed.  
According to an EAB Facilities Forum 

study, campus environment is the 
number one reason students choose 

one institution over another, so it 
makes sense that more universities are 

investing in their campus

Studies indicate that the longer a 
student remains on campus—and in an 

academic mindset—the greater their 
chance for academic growth and 
success. So, if retention is a key 

strategy for success, then colleges and 
universities must consider design 

solutions that offer a “sense of place” 
throughout the campus.

So how can you design a space that’s 
innovative and reflective of your 

institution’s mission, but also functional 
and adaptable enough to stand up to 

the rapid pace of change in higher 
education? Explore MiEN’s collection for 

a few ideas to get you inspired.



Designing exceptional campus learning spaces means thinking outside of the box! MiEN designs 
explore ways to get students to become active in the campus community and engage with their 
learning long after classes end. This approach to design has a greater impact on students than 
traditional designs and can even improve student retention, test scores, grades, and graduation 
rates. All purpose spaces are designed to meet the teaching and learning needs of a broad 
range of academic programs and to support the entire higher education community.
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all
purpose
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With the growth of esports across colleges and universities, comes opportunities to develop 
both academic and extracurricular programs related to competitive gaming. Institutions are 
starting to offer classes and degrees in esports and related fields. Gaming and esports courses 
are offered within engineering, business, communications and computer design departments.

Cultivating a successful collegiate esports program can boost enrollment, increase student 
engagement and lead to curriculum adjustments. 

Press play and design your winning esports space!

esports
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Hover your phone 
camera over this 

code to download our 
Esports Whitepaper. 
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While gaming is not 
intended to be played 
on the couch, 
comfortable 
collaborative meeting 
areas for athletes and 
coaches to work 
together to plan and 
debrief are necessary. 
These meeting areas 
can be outfitted with 
soft seating because 
players are not live on a 
computer, but 
collaborating and 
discussing with their 
peers, sponsors, 
and/or coaches.

Large monitors 
live stream 
gaming activities, 
replay games to 
analyze past 
plays, strategize, 
and offer a space 
for spectators.

Specify an 
ergonomic height 
adjustable chair 
with directional 
armrests, 
adjustable 
cushions, and great 
back support. 
Fabric is also an 
essential part of 
your gaming 
lounge chair, so be 
sure to choose a 
durable breathable 
material.



A flexible or modular learning 
space not only supports 
different learning styles, but it 
also enables colleges and 
universities to offer students 
more courses in a wider range 
of subjects. Classrooms can be 
used for more than one type of 
lesson, including lectures, 
roundtable discussions, 
hands-on projects, and 
multimedia presentations.

Durable poly shell.

Book / backpack trolley keeps 
floors clutter free and has water 
bottle holders on both sides.

Tablet arm can be 
positioned for right 
or left handed users.
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classroom 
& lab



Housing print materials isn't the only job of the library anymore! Modern college and university 
libraries are serving multiple functions as places for students to study, reflect, and gather 
research materials. As a result, they have become a hub for collaboration.

While providing collaborative space is critical, there is also a need for individual study areas with 
a variety of spaces to suit the individual needs and learning styles of today's students. Private, 
traditional study carrels suit some students, while comfortable lounge furniture is ideal for 
others. A blend of formal and informal spaces can create environments where all students can 
have their needs met.
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library

Hover your phone camera over this code 
to download our Library Whitepaper.
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MiEN dining designs become campus destinations, with new opportunities for social gathering 
and connection. Energize cafes with distinctive and varied dining environments by offering a 
variety in style, comfort, and seating. 

A diverse option of seating can help students make personal connections. Bistro tables with 
tall heights offer casual standing engagement and booth seating allows for intimate 
conversations in small groups. Conversation and community tables help promote gathering 
and communication for larger groups of students. Add charging hubs and technology 
components, and the space will be sure to keep students healthy and recharged!
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Smart design fosters MiEN’s ability to create 
functional furniture solutions that interact and 
complement each other.
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future



Student centers are a hub of activity on college campuses, the spot where students can go to 
study, socialize, and meet.  The space represents the culture of a school, showcases its 
personality, and reflects its history. While academics are at the core of knowledge, the key to a 
well-balanced student is to offer opportunities for social development that prepare them to 
navigate the professional world that awaits. These informal spaces appeal to the lifestyle of the 
modern era student and provide a resource they need to be productive.

student
center
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Specify diverse 
seating options 
for individual, 
small group and 
large group 
activities with 
accommodations 
to control noise 
levels, because 
collaboration can 
be infectious as 
well as 
distracting.

Include spaces 
that offer quiet, 
secluded areas 
to appeal to 
independent 
learners as well 
as high-activity 
zones where 
groups can 
thrive.

Design technology 
driven spaces 
equipped with 
data and power 
capabilities.
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Training rooms are much more than spaces where faculty and 
students come to sit and learn – they’re dynamic environments 
where people meet, learn, share ideas and collaborate. When 
designing a space to accommodate such a wide range of activities, 
consider specifying mobile tables and chairs that can be arranged 
in small groups or facing the screen. Include a movable cart for a 
document camera and other audio-visual components.

training
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Round, U-shapes and arcs 
promote the Socratic 
teaching method, which 
emphasizes 
student/teacher dialog. 
Smaller configurations, 
such as six sets of five, are 
also ideal for encouraging 
peer-to-peer teaching and 
group problem solving.
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At a time when the value of higher education is being questioned, 
institutions can use co-working spaces to strike the right balance of 
learning and working, co-working and education space crossovers. 

According to the National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE), contact out of the classroom 
between students and faculty is a critical driver of student engagement,  so colleges and 
universities are rethinking faculty offices to allow faculty to get their work done while also being 
accessible to students. Co-working campus workspace should emphasize community, 
knowledge-sharing, and mentorship with areas that encourage cross-collaboration.

co-working 
space
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seating

For more information, unit options, and additional 

details regarding the following products please visit 

our website at: www.mienenvironments.com

A3+
pg. 7, 8

A3+ Swivel w/ Casters
pg. 8

ARCH 4-Leg
pg. 11

ARCH Sled Base
pg. 13, 14

ARCH Sled Base w/ Arms
pg. 11, 12

ARCH Counter Height
pg. 5, 6

ARCH Cafe Height
pg. 5, 6, 11, 13, 14

BAY
pg. 9, 10, 13, 14, 17, 18

GYB Tech
pg. 5, 6

J4F
pg. 14

MSC Cafe Height
pg. 8

OAR Poly Back & Seat
pg. 16

OAR Poly Back / 
Fabric Seat

pg. 5, 6

OAR Swivel Fabric 
Back & Seat

pg. 15

RKR
pg. 15, 16

STAR w/ Casters
pg. 3, 4, 9

STAR Counter Height
pg. 3, 4

WDS
pg. 9, 10, 17, 18

WDS Counter Height
pg. 17

WDS Cafe Height
pg. 9, 10, 17, 18

meet the
collection

tables

ACE Coffee Height
pg. 13, 17, 18

AOTC
pg. 13, 14

ARCH Table
pg. 11, 12

BRB+
pg. 15, 16

Chameleon End Table
pg. 9, 10, 13, 14, 17, 18
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ACE Cafe Height
pg. 13, 14

ELV8
pg. 3,4, 5, 6

F2F
pg. 3, 4

F4A+
pg. 11, 12

F4A
pg. 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 
12, 13, 14, 17, 18

KIO Curved Table w/ Casters
pg. 5, 6, 13

KIO Straight Table
pg. 5, 6, 17, 18

MUST+
pg. 3, 4

SHARE w/ Metal Edge
pg. 9, 10, 17

SHARE w/ Mitered Edge
pg. 11

THX
pg. 9

Chaise Lounge
pg. 9, 10, 13, 14, 17, 18

Corner Chair
pg. 11, 12, 13, 14, 17, 18

Easy Chair
pg. 10, 13, 14

End Chair
pg. 13, 14, 17, 18

Media Wall
pg. 3, 4, 7, 8, 16, 17, 18

Planter Box
pg. 9, 13, 14, 17, 18

Power Unit
pg. 13, 14

soft seating (chameleon series)

Power Wall
pg. 9, 10, 13, 17, 18

Round Corner Chair
pg. 9

Round Inside
pg. 8, 9, 10, 13, 14

Round Outside
pg. 13, 14

Round Stool w/ 
HPL Top
pg. 9, 17

Square Chair
pg. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 

14, 17, 18

Square Chair w/ 
Tablet
pg. 9

Square Chair w/ 
Tablet & Casters

pg. 13

Square Pouf
pg. 17, 18

Square Pouf w/ HPL Top
pg. 9, 10, 13

Storage Cabinet
pg. 17, 18

Together Table
pg. 13, 14, 17

Bow Tie Stool
pg. 13, 14, 17, 18

Curved Bench
pg. 13

Flexagon Bench
pg. 6, 13, 14

Flexagon Ottoman
pg. 3, 4

Flexagon Stool
pg. 3, 4, 6, 9

Large Round Stool
pg. 17

Round Ottoman
pg. 10, 13, 14

soft seating (flex series)

Round Stool
pg. 9, 10, 13, 14, 17
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Connect w/ PVC Edgeband
pg. 9, 10



Square Stool
pg. 9, 10

Steps EVO 2-Step
pg. 5, 6, 13, 14

Steps EVO Outside Corner
pg. 5, 6, 13, 14

Steps EVO Inside Corner
pg. 5, 6, 13, 14

Straight Bench
pg. 17

KIO Class
pg. 3, 4

KIO Gap
pg. 9, 10

storage

2G2BT Hinge Top w/o Vents
pg. 3, 4

2G2BT Lecture Station w/ Side Surface
pg. 8

2G2BT Open Face Station w/ HMU Side Surface
pg. 15, 16

tools

Mini Me
pg. 3, 4, 17, 18

Privacy Panel
pg. 3, 5, 6, 9

Stand Alone Wire Manager
pg. 5, 6

VOLT Battery
pg. 3, 4, 16, 17, 18

teacher station
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